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angels 

I am thinking of angels. I am in Christopher Le Bruns’ studio, three flights of stairs up in a South London 

warehouse, and there is light from huge skylights above and light from windows in front and behind me and a 

recent painting almost five feet square is propped against a wall in front of me. It is April and the weather has 

turned on itself again so that the day is failing.  

The painting is an exhilarated cloud of reds and carmines. It is called Seraphim. It is intensely beautiful and I am 

thinking of the moments at the opening of Rilke’s First Duino Elegy when the poet cannot bear the transparency 

of his life:  

 

Who, if I cried out, would hear me among the Angelic  

Orders? And even if one were to suddenly 

take me to its heart, I would vanish into its 	

stronger existence. For beauty is nothing but  

the beginning of terror, that we are still able to bear,  

and we revere it so, because it calmly disdains 	

to destroy us. Every Angel is terror. 	

And so I hold myself back and swallow the cry  

of a darkened sobbing. Ah, who then can  

we make use of? Not Angels: not men,  

and the resourceful creatures see clearly  

that we are not really at home  

in the interpreted world. Perhaps there remains		

some tree on a slope, that we can see 	

again each day: there remains to us yesterday’s street,  

and the thinned-out loyalty of a habit 	

that liked us, and so stayed, and never departed. 	

 

Whose angels are these? Blake’s angels down the road from the studio on Peckham Rye, or aristocratic ones in 

the rarefied thermals above the cliffs at Duino or the controlled echoes of Prospero’s Island? How English is 

this call to annihilation? Can you trust these voices?  

You cannot choose when to be visited by Seraphim, but you can choose to avoid the ‘thinned-out loyalty of a 

habit/ that liked us, and so stayed...’. Go up the stairs to your studio every day, but don’t expect to know what 



will happen. It may not be welcome but you will be alive and you will find that you are altogether elsewhere.  

The first line of this First Elegy came in a revelatory moment, the words caught in the wind. Then the Elegies 

took ten years.  

 

above/below  

Le Brun is too deeply embedded in Poussin not to understand the structure of gesture in a painting - the hands 

raised in supplication from below, the open benevolence of a gesture from above, the openness of welcome, 

the movements of disavowal. There is a narrative embedded in these pictures no matter how scuffed, erased, 

graffitied, annihilated.  

There is falling - like Icarus, like Danaë, like Peter Lanyon on the air currents above Cornwall. And there is the 

setting of the sun.  

Here the light and the shadows are dispersed across the picture plane. That is not quite right: here in Rose is a 

firestarter, a conflagration setting an image alight. Here is Painting as Sunrise, the idea of starting again, making 

sense of a new day. And here is Choir. These are raising movements of thought and sound, up and away like 

the smoke of a burnt offering in the far distance, smoke from a travellers’ fire telling you how far you have 

come.  

It makes me think of a drawing of Cezanne, The Apotheosis of Delacroix in which the painter is gathered into the 

heavens by angels as the earth-bound comrades left behind raise their brushes in salutation. It is affectionate, 

wry and necessary to let the old man go.  

There is a lot of letting go in these paintings.  

 

decisions decisions  

When is a painting finished? Do you hover over it, or is it, as Auden said of a poem, ‘never finished, only 

abandoned’? How about the title? Is it finished when the name, the luggage label, is put round its neck and it is 

moved towards the door? Is it finished on the gallery wall?  

Looking at the dates on the backs of the canvases, some have taken two years, some a few days. I like this. It 

is worrying when there is a pattern that is too obvious, a sense of how to measure labour to scale. He talks of 

coming in and finding that it is too beautiful, that there is a cadence to the lyricism that isn’t quite right. Or that 

there is a disordering that needs to happen, a taking up of colour to make new marks over the ground that has 

been prepared.  

Here is Swan, a field of whites, more icy-blues than Ryman-whites. It is a huge canvas, nearly nine feet high. 

And there are strong cobalt markings coming down, falling like glacial water across the whole plane. It is 

Herrick’s ‘Delight in disorder’ in which he says that we get most pleasure when we know what is lost and what 

is gained when structure is loosened, when we sense a ‘a wilde civility.’  

There is both wildness and civility in this body of work, Dionysian and Apollonian markings.  



Swan is a moment of letting go. It is the apprehension, not of Whistler’s fireworks showing up the stars, showing 

off the height of the London skies, the whole painting–as-performance shtick but the moment afterwards. 

Everyone turns away. Conversation starts again. No-one is looking at the sky any more, but this is where it 

happened. Paint that. It is far more interesting, more sublime.  

 

scriabin  

I ask about music in the studio. The question of what you listen to - the easiest question number one of the 

interviewer - gets refracted back to me. What do you hear when you listen? Do you hear structures, do you hear 

ideas, do you sense how improvisation changes? Do you listen to lose yourself? Do you paint music? Can you 

see what I have been listening to?  

There are core composers. Bach I could have guessed, and Schoenberg is no surprise, as his collected essays lie 

broken-spined on a floor. Both keep a cerebral watch on how to map the flowing of an idea, its doing and 

undoing and redoing. Schoenberg’s ‘colour crescendo’ in the storm scenes in his opera Die Gluckliche Hand 

might seem over prescriptive, alliances of tone and emotion too carefully prescribed, but at least he thought in 

colour.  

Walton and Scriabin are titles for works in the exhibition. But Walton and Scriabin and Delius and Shostakovich 

are part of his tremendous list, because no-one is going to make that up in a hurry. Too odd. Too orchestral. 

And the wrong period: too romantic by far, lacking in avant-garde kudos. I worry over the list. Scriabin is a 

synaesthete but that doesn’t get me very far. Walton was an exile, an Englishman abroad, an Englishman who 

didn’t fit in. That doesn’t help either. I write a note to self: he likes music.  

 

scale  

Why are they this big? They are the scale of doors. Doors sounds too domestic: they are gates. He has never 

worried about painting big pictures in the past, nor worried about making proper sculpture to sit in a landscape. 

His genres, history painting, history sculpture, demand scale. These new paintings feel appropriately huge for 

whatever new genre they are avoiding.  

 

et in arcadia ego  

There is an English classicism that has been lost, gets rediscovered and lost again every couple of generations. 

Why should English classicism be thought of as melancholic? What irritates is not just that the reading  

of the landscape as Arcadian implies some lapsarian moment, a narrative of decline, it is that classicism gets 

claimed as nostalgia. A pall hangs of it, yellowing the emotion. It is over-varnished. I look at Atlas (Shelley) and 

feel the radicalism in Shelley, the toughness in taking on the beginnings of story-telling, the feeling that you 

don’t know what is going to happen, that you might not like the place you are taken to.  

Le Brun’s work over thirty years circles classicism, and neo-classicism, both the source and the return to source. 



His habitation of these stories, these landscapes, the light of the south shows real and forceful concentration. 

He talks of a recent generation of painters and their adoption of narrative: the ‘things that they regard as 

available I regard as difficult.’ And ‘to depict something needs thought.’ Imagery isn’t downloadable.  

He can walk you around Troy.  

His work is much darker in spirit than is allowed. The horse that has wandered out of a Tennyson Idyll is the 

same horse that has been abandoned after some terrible battle. Where is the rider? David Jones said that the 

horses wandering the Black Mountains on the borders of Wales were Arthur’s defeated cavalry. And the wood 

from which it emerges is part of a North European forest, an Altdorfer smudge of pines that holds something 

much scarier, some memory of legend where something has happened.  

He has always been closer to Altdorfer than Constable. The matter of England is a thoroughly Continental 

issue, much too serious to be left to the English.  

 

a story  

Christopher tells me that when Turner visited David it was a disaster.  

ad reinhardt,  

painter and writer of statements, wrote a statement for the catalogue of the exhibition ‘The New Decade.’ held 

at the Whitney in 1955: 

Painting is special, separate, a matter of meditation and contemplation, for me, no physical action or social 

sport. As much consciousness as possible. Clarity, completeness, quintessence, quiet. No noise, no schmutz, 

no schmerz, no fauve schwarmerei. Perfection, passiveness, consonance, consummateness. No palpitations, 

no gesticulation, no grotesquerie. Spirituality, serenity, absoluteness, coherence. No automatism, no 

accident, no anxiety, no catharsis, no chance. Detachment, disinterestedness, thoughtfulness, transcendence. 

No humbugging, no button-holing, no exploitation, no mixing things up. 

 

He was obviously cross when he wrote it, cross with New York and critics and painters and curators and all 

that gestural emotion floating around and being valorised as significant and new. But I like the bit about ‘no 

palpitations.’ How you can be in emotion and paint without noise and schmutz is difficult. One of the reasons 

these paintings are so strong is that they don’t button-hole you, but you cannot walk past, they do mix things 

up, but are coherent.  

warner road se5 at dusk  

When I leave the studio it is almost dark. This is the moment entre chien et loup, when one thing becomes another, 

where to discern which animal is which becomes difficult, then more difficult, then an impossibility. There is a 

danger in this moment, a threshold of sorts. A fox stops outside the corner shop at the end of the road, one 



paw raised, the air electric. We look at each other appraisingly.  

And off he goes into his own story, not looking back, as English as can be, and as wild.  
 


